Finally, we briefly discuss some generalizations of convex bipartite graphs and some extensions of the previously discussed techniques to instances in scheduling theory.
Introduction
Matching problems constitute a traditionally important topic in combinatorics and operations research [9] and have been the object of extensive investigation. Particularly interesting is the problem of finding a maximum matching in a bipartite graph, which is stated as follows: Let G=(A, B,E) be an undirected bipartite graph, where A and B are sets of vertices, and E is a set of edges of the form (a, b) with aeA and beB. A subset M~E is a matching if no two edges in M are incident to the same vertex; M is of maximum cardinality (or simply, maximum) if it contains the maximum number of edges. As noted by Hopcroft and Karp [8] , this problem has many applications, such as the chain decomposition of a partially ordered set, the determination of coset representatives in groups, etc. Hopcroft and Karp have also developed the best known algorithm for this problem. A special instance of the problem, with some industrial applications, was originally discussed by Glover [7] and referred to as matching in a convex bipartite graph. A bipartite graph G is convex on A if an ordering" <" of the elements of A can be found so that for any beB and distinct a 1 and a 2 in A (with at <a2) (at, b)eE and (a2, b)eE ~ (a,b)eE forany aeA suchthat al <=a<=a 2.
In other words, G is convex on A when there is an ordering on A such that for any beB the set of vertices of A connected to b forms an interval in this ordering.
Glover describes the following practical situation leading to the maximum matching problem in a convex bipartite graph. Suppose a certain product requires one machined part from a set A and a second from a set B. Associated with each part deAwB is its size s (d) . Assume Here is another example. Suppose there is a set A of skis and a set B of skiers. Assume that each of the skiers in B specifies the smallest and largest skis in A he or she will accept. The problem is to find a maximum assignment of skis to skiers.
Notice that in both examples the ordering "<" on A required to exist for a graph to be convex is in fact given (by the values of some parameter associated with each aeA). Since this is typical for applications involving convex bipartite graphs, we shall always assume that the graph G = (A, B, E) is given by specifying the ordering on A and by specifying, for every beB, the When a graph is convex, the maximum matching problem is considerably easier to solve. In fact Glover proved that the following simple procedure yields a maximum cardinality matching (we assume that both A and B be given as sequences of integers from 1 to IAI and IBI respectively; MATCH [i] In words, element i of A is matched to an available element j of B whose corresponding interval ends the closest to i. The most time-consuming task of this algorithm is the formation of the set U and the associated determination of an element je U with the smallest value of END[j]: for any given isA, it involves scanning all the elements of B connected to i. Thus the running time of this task is clearly O(IE[), as pointed out in [9] .
In this paper we shall describe a considerably more efficient algorithm and investigate both specializations and generalizations of the original matching problem. Specifically, after considering (Sect. 2) the maximum matching problem in a convex bipartite graph, we shall analyze the further simplifications which are possible when the graph is doubly convex (Sect. 3), and the optimal time determination of the maximum set of independent vertices associated with a given maximum matching (Sect. 4). Finally (Sect. 5), we succinctly describe two generalizations of the convex matching problem and an extension of the techniques to weighted matching, which directly applies to the solution of a scheduling problem.
Maximum Matching in Convex Bipartite Graphs
Let G= (A [3, 4] , which allows each of the standard queue operations to be performed in time O(log log n) and uses space O(n). The content of the priority queue can be updated efficiently as i is increased by one, and it should be clear the whole algorithm can be implemented in time O(m+n loglogn) (note that all sorting operations which are needed involve n integers in the range [1, n] , so they can be done in O(m + n) time by standard bucket sorting, see e.g. [1] then it is impossible to match Jo without violating the partial matching which was assumed to be chosen by both algorithms, and consequently both algorithms will leave Jo unmatched. Now suppose io < END [Jo] so that Algorithm 1 matchesjo to io. First notice that our inductive assumption and the fact that FIND(jo)=io when Algorithm 1 reaches J=Jo imply that all i < io connected to Jo are matched by both algorithms to the same vertices J<Jo. This means that joe U when Algorithm 0 reaches i=io, and so it is easily seen that Algorithm 0 will also match i o tojo. To estimate the complexity of Algorithm 1, notice that the loops in lines 2 and 8 take O(m + n) steps, and the main loop in line 9 performs n FIND operations interleaved by n UNION operations, which requires O(nA (n)) steps, A (n) being an extremely slowly growing function related to a functional inverse of Ackermann's function (see Tarjan [12] ). So we conclude that the running time of Algorithm 1 is O(m+nA(n)).
Maximum Matching in Doubly Convex Bipartite Graphs
As noted by Glover, the maximum matching problem becomes even simpler when the bipartite graph G is doubly convex, i.e., orderings of both A and B exist such that every A(b) is an interval of A and every B(a) is an interval of B.
As before, we assume that G be given as a bipartite graph convex on A, that A preliminary task is to test whether the set B can be reordered so that for each aeA the set B(a) be an interval of B. Pictorially, we may display G by means of a set of segments (Fig. 2 a) : specifically, in the plane (x, y), we let the segment 
.>END[n]).
We shall now describe a linear time -hence optimal -algorithm which tests G for double convexity and, if this property holds, produces the desired ordering of B.
Referring to Fig. 2d , it is easy to see that the polygon displaying the double convexity of an arbitrary G consists -up to the reversal of the ordering of B -of three regions (not all simultaneously empty): a middle region, where both left and right boundaries are nondecreasing (i.e., both BEG[j] and END[j] are nondecreasing with increasing j, assuming that the labelling of elements of B coincides with the bottom to top ordering of segments in the given geometric representation); a top region where the left and right boundaries are nondecreasing and nonincreasing, respectively; a bottom region where the left and right boundaries are nonincreasing and nondecreasing, respectively. Moreover, all segments of the top region are nested, starting with the topmost segment of the middle region, and similarly, all segments of the bottom region are nested, starting with the bottommost segment of the middle region. It is easy to see that our description need not define the three regions uniquely.
Suppose that we initially index the elements of B so that the pairs (BEG[j], END[j]), j= 1 ..... n are in lexicographic ascending order; this can be done by bucket-sorting these elements on the parameter BEG, and then (stably) bucketsorting the resulting sequence on the parameter END, all in time O(m + n). Once this ordering of segments {A(b): beB} is available (see Fig. 2b ), we shall first extract from it the subsequence of segments to be assigned to the middle region. To complete the test, we must verify whether the remaining segments can be successfully assigned to either the top or bottom regions. Since for segments in these regions, the orderings BEG and END are contragradient, we must preliminarily alter the order of the segments not assigned to the middle region, so that for any two such consecutive segments j and j + 1, (BEG (Fig. 2c) . Next, we must test whether the resulting sequence can be partitioned into two subsequences, for each of which the parameter END is nonincreasing: if this is feasible, then the two subsequences of segments will respectively form the top and bottom regions. More exactly, we should do the partitioning in such a way, that the resulting subsequences of segments be nested as previously explained. We guarantee this by assigning the extremal segments of the middle region to the sequence to be partitioned.
The whole task is performed by the following algorithm, which computes for each segment j a parameter Y[j] denoting its order in the final arrangement. This algorithm also makes use of a special subroutine, which -if at all possiblepartitions in linear time a sequence of integers into two nonincreasing subsequences; for example (4, 6, 3, 5, 4) is partitioned into (4, 3) and (6, 5, 4) . This simple subroutine is described formally in an appendix. Its additional feature, which is important for the correctness of our algorithm, is that the first term of the sequence is assigned to the first subsequence. It is straightforward to conclude that Algorithm 2 runs in time O(n).
We can now describe the maximum matching algorithm, which makes use of a DEQUE (doubly-ended-queue) as an auxiliary data structure; as is well- Notice that this algorithm is a specialization of Algorithm 0. We use the DEQUE to store the set U of unmatched vertices connected to a currently inspected vertex lEA. By keeping elements on the DEQUE ordered so that Y [j] increases from bottom to top, we guarantee that the element minimizing the value of END is always either bottom or top. Each element of B is inserted into and deleted from the DEQUE exactly once, and each of the standard DEQUE operations can be executed in constant time; it follows that the entire matching can be computed in time O(m + n).
Finding a Maximum Independent Set of Vertices in a Convex Bipartite Graph
Closely related to the maximum matching problem in bipartite graphs is the determination of a maximum independent set (of vertices), that is, of a maximum cardinality set of vertices of a bipartite graph G such that no two of them are connected. It is well-known (see, e.g. [6, 11] ) that a maximum independent set can be derived from a maximum matching M by standard alternating path techniques as follows (see Fig. 3 ): (i) direct every edge e~M from A to B, and any e~E-M from B to A; (ii) letting B o denote the set of unmatched vertices in B, find the sets AI~_A and BI(Boc_BI~_B) of vertices reachable from Bo; (iii) construct the maximum independent set as I = B 1 ~ (A-Ax). Therefore the entire problem is reduced to finding all the vertices of G which are reachable from B o. A most interesting fact we shall now show is that, when G is convex, To avoid any time-consuming unnecessary repeated scanning, we must ensure than any previously scanned interval be skipped in subsequent processing, so that each element of A be scanned at most once. This objective is achieved by means of a stack: as soon as the construction of A*(j), for some jeBo, is completed, its lower and upper extremes are inserted into the stack, whose content -at a generic instant -is a sequence -1, i~, el, i2, e2 ..... ik, ek, such that, for 1 < p < k, ep + 1 < ip+ 1, [ip, %] is an interval of A, k and U l-ip, ep] is the set of all scanned elements of A. The reachability algorithm p=l uses as auxiliary data structures a QUEUE, containing the elements ofB 0 ordered according to nondecreasing value of BEG, and a STACK, for storing the sequence of scanned intervals, as already noted. The intuitive significance of the program variables lower, upper, l, and u is as follows (see Fig. 4b ): lower and upper denote respectively the current boundaries of the extended interval being constructed; I and u are pointers used in scanning, running downward and upward respectively. repeat (* extend interval of vertices reached from j *) 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31 
Generalizations and Related Problems
In this section we shall briefly describe two interesting generalizations of the notion of a convex bipartite graph to which Glover's rule, and hence the efficient algorithms previously described are applicable, and an extension of the techniques to a weighted matching problem, which models a significant scheduling application.
Simple Chessboards: A Generalization of Doubly Convex Bipartite Graphs
Algorithm 3 can be applied to a class of convex bipartite graphs more general than that of doubly convex graphs. In order to describe this class we shall need some definitions. By a chessboard we shall mean any finite collection of unit squares with integer coordinates on a plane. Any such unit square will be denoted by coordinates (x, y> of its left lower corner. A chessboard is simple if for any of its squares (x, Yi>, (x, Y2), where Yi =< Y2, it contains all squares (x, y), Yl =< Y =< Y2 (see Fig. 5 ). Rows and columns of a chessboard are defined in the natural way as maximal horizontal and vertical sequences of adjacent squares, respectively. We may allow a simple chessboard to be cut vertically in some places to make some squares nonadjacent (such as <6, 8> and <7, 8> in Fig. 5 ), provided the line along which we cut touches the boundary of the chessboard. Let A and B be the set of columns and rows of a simple chessboard, respectively. Each column corresponds to a unique integer abscissa of the plane, while more than one row may correspond to a given ordinate. (For example, in Fig. 5 there are 19 chessboard rows on 11 ordinates.) Each chessboard column is numbered by its abscissa, while chessboard rows are numbered according to the lexicographic ordering of (y, Xmi,),where y is the ordinate of a given row and Xmi n is its smallest abscissa. We now define a bipartite graph G=(A,B,E), where (a, b)eE if and only if column a and row b intersect (i.e., have a square in common). This graph is convex on A (but not necessarily doubly convex). It is easily seen that any matching in G corresponds to a set of nonattacking rooks on this chessboard. The maximum cardinality set of nonattacking rooks on this chessboard is found by Algorithm 3 in time linear in the number of rows and columns. The reason why Algorithm 3 works correctly is that, similarly to the doubly convex case, (a) the sequence of right ends of rows intersected by any column of a simple chessboard is bitonic, whence the sequence of the values of END for vertices jeB (rows of the chessboard) stored on the DEQUE is also bitonic, and we may find a vertex with the minimal value of END either at the top or at the bottom of the DEQUE; (b) the sequence of left ends of rows intersected by any column is also bitonic, whence the element to be inserted into or deleted from the DEQUE is always either at the top or at the bottom of DEQUE.
Bipartite Graphs Convex on a Tree-ordered Set
Algorithm 1 can be extended to a more general situation, where the sets A(b), beB are paths in a directed tree. More precisely, a bipartite graph G=(A, B, E) is said to be convex on a tree-ordered set if there is a directed tree with vertex set A (for concreteness we shall assume the tree is directed toward the root) such that for every beB, A(b) is the set of vertices of a directed path in this tree.
(Families of sets which can be represented as paths in a directed tree are of some importance in file organization [10] .) The convex case is easily seen to correspond to a tree degenerating into a single path. Assume that a directed tree with We may assume that the vertices in A are labelled according to the topological ordering, and that the vertices in B are labelled so that END[l] _<... _< END [n] . As in the convex case two approaches to the determination of a maximum matching are possible. In the first one we scan vertices in A in increasing order, and -as in Algorithm 0 -we match a current vertex ieA to the smallest unmatched jsB connected to i (i.e., due to our labelling of vertices, a jeB for which END [j] is smallest). The correctness of such an extension of Glover's rule can easily be proved by a straightforward application of Lemma 1. In the second approach, we scan vertices in B in increasing order, and -as in Algorithm 1 -we match a current vertex j to the smallest available leA. As in the convex case, the second approach turns out to be more efficient, in fact it can be implemented in O(m + hA(n)) time. A modification that should be incorporated into Algorithm 1 is to link the sets A i into a tree-like structure corresponding to our directed tree. More exactly, A i is linked to Asm. Now that a vertex i can have an arbitrary number of predecessors, we cannot afford storing -and updating -backward links, and consequently we are not able to efficiently delete a matched vertex isA from our tree structure. To avoid this difficulty, we mark a matched vertex "empty" instead of deleting it. This may cause that we will have to traverse a "long" path of empty vertices in order to reach the first nonempty vertex i* which follows in our tree structure a nonempty vertex i (we would then perform UNION(i, i*, i*)). This problem, however, can be solved efficiently by the same techniques as those used in the UNION-FIND algorithm. We treat our tree structure of current sets A i as a collection of UNION-FIND trees, where find(i) is the first nonempty ancestor of i (a vertex i'~A is an ancestor of i if it can be reached by a directed path starting at i in our tree structure; the length of the path may be 0, so that i is an ancestor of itself). Initially, each such tree consists of just a root. Notice that two UNION-FIND structures are involved here: one connected with the sets A~ which form a partition of B, and the second one connected with a partition of A (to avoid confusion the operations union, find referring to the second structure will be written in lower case letters). Now suppose that we I. I Our algorithm can be used to find a maximum set of nonattacking rooks on a chessboard satisfying the following condition: any two squares (x, yl)(x, Y2)
can be joined by a sequence (x, Yl) = (x~ ytt)), ( x~2), yt2)),..., (x(k), ytk)) = (X, Y2) of adjacent (i.e., having an edge in common) squares with xt~ l<_i<_k. In words, the chessboard does not branch as we go from left to right (see Fig. 6 ).
The tree-like ordering of the set A of columns of such a chessboard is defined so that a column containing square (x + 1, y) is the successor of column containing square (x, y).
Gale-optimal Matchings and One-processor Scheduling of Independent Tasks
It is clear that Algorithm 4 can be modified so that it finds an alternating path in a convex bipartite graph -if there is one -in linear time. Indeed, it is sufficient to store, together with each vertex reached by the algorithm, a pointer to the vertex from which it was reached. Using such a modified algorithm as a subroutine in the standard method of finding a maximum matching, based on repeatedly augmenting a matching along an alternating path, we can obtain an algorithm of complexity O(n(m+n) Of course, such an algorithm would be less efficient than the O(m+ hA(n)) Algorithm 1. However, there is a situation when the standard alternating path algorithm is of interest.
Suppose that there is a weight w(b)>=O associated with every b~B, and that we are looking for a matching which maximizes the sum of weight of matched vertices in B. Since assignable subsets of B -i.e., subsets that can be covered by a matching -form a matroid, it follows that the matching we are looking for can be found by a matroid greedy algorithm (see [9] for the explanation of all notions related to matroids). More exactly, our matching can be obtained as follows: (i) order the vertices in B according to nonincreasing weight, (ii) starting with the empty matching, scan B in this order; for any b~B, augment the current matching along an alternating path starting at b and ending at an unmatched vertex in A, if such a path exists, or leave b unmatched otherwise. Notice that after the augmentation process in step (ii), vertices which were matched remain matched (probably to different vertices), and vertices which were left unmatched before, remain unmatched. It can be proved ( [5] , see also [9] ) that the matching M so obtained is Gale- It is obvious that a Gale-optimal matching of a convex bipartite graph can be obtained in O(n(m+n)) time by the greedy algorithm, using a modification of Algorithm 4, as explained at the beginning of this subsection.
There is an interesting relationship between Gale-optimal matchings in convex bipartite graphs and the problem of scheduling a set B of n independent (no precedence constrains) tasks on one processor, where each task takes one unit of processing time, there is a starting time BEG It is easy to see that a schedule minimizing the total penalty can be obtained from a Gale-optimal matching in a convex bipartite graph defined by arrays BEG, END, and with w(j) = M -p(j) (M >max, p(j)): the vertex i matched to task j e B determines the unit interval of time whenj is to be executed (see [9] , Chapter 7). We conclude that an optimal schedule for this problem can be obtained in O(n(m + n)) time (m is the maximal deadline). Of course, if all penalties are equal, i.e., when we simply maximize the number of tasks executed, then the optimal schedule can be obtained in O(m+nA(n)) time by Algorithm 1. Notice that the less efficient O(m+nloglogn) implementation of Algorithm 0 mentioned in Sect. 2 may be of some interest .in this context, since it results in an "on-line" scheduling algorithm: tasks can be selected for execution as they arrive, without knowing the tasks which are still to come (of course it is not so in the case of Algorithm 1).
One may note that the algorithm easily generalizes to an algorithm for partitioning an arbitrary sequence of length l into the minimal possible number of nonincreasing subsequences, in time O(l log d), where d is this minimal number of subsequences, or -equivalently -the maximal length of an increasing subsequence in the given sequence.
